Editorial
Another year has rolled by for us at Bay Steamers Maritime Museum with most of our activity
focussed on the restoration of the Wattle. It has been a good year with significant progress; most of
the below waterline plates and frames have been replaced leaving the counter area under the stern for
completion during 2014. The reports of the BSMM Chairman and the Wattle Restoration Project
Manager to the 2013 AGM are presented below and outline the activities undertaken during the year.
In this end of year edition of Steamlines a photographic record is presented to complement these
reports and to provide a visual record of the achievements of our willing band of volunteers. It is also
timely to reflect on the generosity and commitment of Sorrento Steam members to the preservation
and restoration of a little piece of Australian maritime history.
As Editor, photographer and recorder of events it was pleasing when the photo library was called
upon to aid in the reconstruction of the windlass. It was apparent that without the “before” shots
showing the positioning of the various gears and cogs the windlass might have ended up in the Yarra.
Another interesting discovery during the year was the state of the aft port side boiler cradle. With the
raising of the boiler last year and the replacement of frames and plates around it we were able to
closely inspect the boiler stands/cradles. Clearly the port side one had experienced some significant damage in the past and
instead of having a smooth flat curve for the boiler to rest on (like the other three stands) it had a set of pads, a welded fracture
and was bolted, not riveted. So the unanswered question at this stage is what incident resulted in this damage and subsequent
reconstruction and when did it occur?
At the recent AGM I stood down as Secretary of BSMM, thus following our Articles of Association which requires the
longest serving Director to move aside after three years of service. This shift caused me to pause and reflect on the nature of
our organisation over that period. Like many volunteer not for profit organisations it has a centre of interest – the preservation
and operation of historic ships and boats (Wattle and Janet) – that brings together a diverse group of people. We have ranged
from old salts (Captains, Chief Engineers and Able Seamen), tradies (fitters and turners, sparkies, instrument makers, riggers),
office workers, public servants, archaeologists, architects and students to dogs that more than liked a sausage from the lunch
BBQ. From this mix of people a few things stood out – one was and is the capacity to share, not just skills and knowledge but
also human experiences. Problems such as health issues, unemployment, family and loneliness are discussed as well as
positive things such as gardening successes, anniversaries, grand children and the state of the nation. Another related
characteristic was and is the cooperative learning and problem solving capacity within the group. Many of the problems are
identified in previous editions of Steamlines, but what is not identified is the processes engaged in to arrive at solutions.
Occasionally there is that frission and expletive deleted between comrades over competing solutions – which in the end are
resolved and implemented. On the learning front we now have a good old fashioned apprenticeship model in place
with young Charlie hungrily learning every thing about marine engineering from a team of our retired old fellas. It really is a
joy to behold.
So I will continue to be Editor for Steamlines and have more time to dabble in a little maritime history and to record the
development of the BSMM family and the restoration and soon operation of historic ships and boats.
Season’s greetings to you all – whether it be Christmas, Hanukkah, New Year or any other worthy occasion. Best wishes Jeff.
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From the Bridge
Tony Lewis Chairman of the BSMM Board
A year ago, I reported on twelve months of achievement and an air of enthusiasm among our
volunteers. This year, I am happy to report on continuing achievement and continuing
enthusiasm.
The achievements have been the completion by Waterside Engineering of all of the hull
work except the doublers under the stern and some of the bulwarks and the following works
undertaken by our enthusiastic volunteers who deserve credit for their efforts:
The boiler area has been cleaned up and the boiler awaits re-cladding and lowering. The
Engine Room is being cleaned up and the refurbishment of pumps and valves is complete.
Caulking of the foredeck is nearing completion and the Wheelhouse is ready for shifting so that the deck plates under the
floor can be replaced. The propeller and shaft await installation following refurbishment and the rudder box is near
completion. Several woodworking items have also been refurbished as well as the windlass which awaits re-installation.
Work is about to start on the Galley.
There is a feeling that the bulk of the hard work has been done and that we may be beyond the half way mark.
Members and supporters now total 144 and regularly 12 to 15 attend on Saturdays for the working bee. We are trying to
introduce a week-day working bee but we have difficulty in finding a suitable day for enough of those willing to make it
worthwhile.
Sea Works hosted the Tall Ships Festival in early September. We established a display stand there which provided
considerable interest and resulted in several new members, some of whom have become active volunteers.
We acted as the venue for an outing of the Ford Thunderbird Club in March and saw over 100 enthusiasts on site to enjoy
themselves, inspect the ship and learn our story. This was the second such event we have hosted and we look to make
something like this an annual feature of our program.
Mid-year we were sad to say farewell to our newly-married couple, Peta and Anthony. Although their stay at Wattle seemed
all too brief, they each made outstanding contributions to our progress in that time – Anthony set us on the right path to
restoration and applied his engineering and organisational skills to great effect while Peta applied her museological skills to
place a greater emphasis on the ”Museum” part of the organisation’s title. They left with our gratitude and best wishes and an
appreciation of the work they did. The next edition of our newsletter “Steamlines” will have an update on their activities in
England.
Anthony’s position as Project Manager for the restoration of Wattle has been admirably filled by Peter Batey. Vacancies on
the Board resulting from these movements were filled by John Gouldstone and Howard Mumford.
No Annual Report would be complete without reference to our backers Sorrento Steam. Their support continues unabated and
we are extremely grateful for their generosity, enthusiasm and patience.
Our other sponsors likewise deserve credit and thanks, in particular Places Victoria, International Paint, Waterside
Engineering and Tom Flood. A special mention must also be made of new members Pat and Ray Kendall for the generous
donation of machinery and equipment.
My thanks go to the other Directors and Officers for their work, stimulus and support throughout the year – Jeff Malley
(Secretary), Dick Francis (Treasurer), Peter Batey (Project Manager), John Gouldstone and Howard Mumford (Directors),
Peta Knott and Anthony Mansfield. Thanks also to John Rogers and Richard Sbrana who represent Bay Steamers Maritime
Museum on the Maritime Museum of Victoria and the Maritime Heritage Association of Victoria respectively. The greatest
thanks must be reserved for the volunteers who work hard and selflessly to make the refurbishment of the Wattle enjoyable
and rewarding.
Postscript: Since writing this report, the Board of BSMM has learnt of Jeff Malley’s retirement from the Board and from the
Secretaryship. I would like to pay tribute and thanks to Jeff for his service to BSMM and the Board over the past several
years. While carrying out that service in sterling fashion, Jeff has also brought Steamlines to new heights as its Editor and at
the same time created a valuable photographic record of our restoration activities. Not only that, he has engendered an interest
in our history through investigations of national archives (with Rob Newland). He also cooks a mean Spag. Bol. As well as
being grateful for his services to the Board, we are grateful that he will continue to edit Steamlines, take photographs, pursue
history and cook.
Well done Jeff and thank you.
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Treasurers Report to the AGM
Dick Francis

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF INCOME/EXPENDITURE
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED30TH JUNE 2013.

2013

2012

INCOME.
Donations including Sorrento Steam & Ford Club.

30,705.53

Sale of scrap metal
Interest
Total Income

30,784.00

624.91
0.00
31,330.44

441.00
1.00
31,226.00

Audit Fees

3,306.85

0.00

Bank Charges
Depreciation
Interest
Insurance
Postage, Printing & Admin Costs
Repairs & Maintenance
Waste management
Maritime Museum Fees
Other expenses

20.50
2,054.35
0.00
889.15
3,190.43
23,748.78
0.00
350.00
536.35
34,096.41

EXPENDITURE.

Total expenditure
Profit/(Loss) for the year.

(2,765.97)

72.00
1,752.00
1.00
0.00
3,425.00
21,999.00
100.00
350.00
3342.00
31,041.00
185.0

Notes.
1.

This financial statement reflects the audited flow of funds into and out of BSMM Ltd for the 2012/2013 Financial Year.

2.

Audit fees were not known until after 306 June 2012. They would adjust that years profit of $185 to a loss of
($3,121.86).

3.

Large items of expenditure are paid directly by Sorrento Steam and are not reflected in our accounts.

4.

The change of Auditors has resulted in a savings of $1,110 audit fees and a substantial GST refund which is in the
process of being calculated.
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Restoration Report to the AGM
Peter Batey Project Manager
We have made huge progress on replacing the ships side plates up forward. under the waterline,
mainly thanks to Waterside Engineering (W.E.). Progress has been slow but sure, the plates have
been fitted to the existing ships frames with great accuracy, and will serve the ship for many years
to come. Down aft, the propeller shaft and it's bearings have been taken ashore and refurbished,
the Lignum-Vitae removed and replaced by a modern, accessible, and therefore much cheaper
equivalent , and is ready to go back into place.
The Lignum-Vitae kept ships of the Empire steaming and the map of the world red for several
generations, but is now out of the question. It's a self lubricating wood, which is now so hard to come by, it's just not worth
the hassle, so a "new" modern substance has been purchased, machined, and is ready to be installed.
The two "nacelles" on each side of the propeller shaft down aft, which were porous and leaking, have been replaced with great
skill by a member of W.E. and welded in place. There is a little more welding required in this area (out of site, but necessary)
and will be done in the fullness of time. Without the skill of this individual to form the `nacelles', I suspect the job would have
cost a great deal more, and would not look as good as it does now.
The Wheel House steel decking was almost nonexistent, with hindsight, it's a wonder no-one fell through the deck, all W/H
personnel were saved from a bad accident by the wooden deck, however, work is progressing in this area to remedy the problems,
by volunteers, and it is hoped that by July next year, this will be made safe again. To this end, the W/H is being prepared to be
moved to enable essential steel decking to be welded in place, and the wooden base replaced where it is rotten. The
wheelhouse will have some TLC given to it, we are going to preserve the old brass light switches, and as many other `old'
fittings as possible, which at the moment are hiding under layers of paint, making it an attractive sight for our passengers once
again.
The boiler, the heart of the ship, has been found to be in excellent shape. Mr. Boiler Surveyor came down to the ship about ten
weeks ago and could find nothing wrong with the 90 year old beasty. It was re-tubed about ten years ago, and since then has
hardly steamed, suffice to say that when the time comes for us to be "certified" I anticipate no problems whatsoever in this area.
The boiler at the moment is 18" above its stools whilst work goes on underneath it, most of which is now complete. Paint has
arrived for the internal surface of the replaced ships plates, once these have been painted, the boiler lagged and clad, a few
minor jobs completed (a bilge pipe replaced) the boiler will be lowered back onto its stools where it belongs.
We have been fortunate in this area in that Wally, a new member has been able to help us "big time".
All the boiler mountings on the underside area of the boiler have been refurbished and replaced by volunteers, most of the
other boiler mountings have been overhauled and are ready to be put back in place when the boiler is lowered. It would be nice to
paint the internal surface of the water tanks, but the opportunity to do this has (I think) passed, and that will become a number one
job at the ships first dry-docking in the future.
The fuel oil pumps and oil heater have been overhauled and replaced, the G.S. p/p has had a new pump cover cast, machined and is
in place, the condenser has been thoroughly cleaned, inspected and overhauled and is ready for service once again. All E.R.
valves have been overhauled, and are ready to be put back in place/service. Generally, the E.R is ready bar the L.P. piston rod,
which requires some TLC once it has been removed from the engine. Many years of going up and down in the same gland
have made the rod wear, it requires machining as we sometimes cannot re-start the engine when asked to do so from the
wheelhouse, because air enters the LP cylinder via the LP piston rod gland, and we loose vacuum.
The caulking of the forward deck is going ahead as the weather allows; that which has been done looks very good indeed, the
windless is in the process of being replaced with all its bits and pieces, the fore-deck will look very smart when it's completed.
The sky-light has been refurbished and is ready to be replaced in the middle of the deck. Many wooden fittings and doors have
been or are being overhauled by our woodworking team, and judging by what has been done so far, the woodwork is in good
hands, leaving quite a challenge for the (future) painters!
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In the galley area, work has started replacing the ballast. The area has been cleaned up ready for a good coat of paint. A
sanitary tank has to be placed in this area, drawings and ideas are well advanced and will be pursued in the near future. Much
thought is going into this area, as we can't afford to get it wrong. New toilets and steel decking are to be fitted where the old
ones were; drawings and 'mock-ups' have been prepared, made and tried, with much discussion from all quarters, the final plans
will be presented to the Board in the near future.
Thought has been given to the power requirements in the galley for refrigerators, heaters, microwave ovens and the like, and at
the moment, it seems that we will be able to manage the galley without resorting to any other electrical power source, and that's
a good thing. We have been granted permission from the Ships Surveyor to put the six donated portholes in the galley area, and
to this end, the portholes are being polished and refurbished (new glass is required).These will add a nice touch in the galley, as well
as adding light.
All in all work is slow but sure; outstanding big jobs, for W.E., are the replacement of the ships side plates on the starboard
bulwark and under the counter stern, repair-work to the deck under the wheel-house, some small repair work to the deck in the aft
steering quadrant area, and a long strip of ships side plate just under the deck level on the shear strake on both P. and S. sides.
When that plate-work is complete, Waterside Engineering will be called in much less to help. Notwithstanding that any major
steelwork problems will be theirs, they have proved to be invaluable to us. Waterside have machined the prop shaft and
bearings, these are now ready to be returned and fitted in place, they have also made the Stbd. bulwarks which are ready to be
fitted.
A mast is being sourced, but won't be fitted until the vessel is back in the water.

Someone from the Wattle?
The Navy found they had too many officers and decided to offer an early retirement bonus. They promised any officer who
volunteered for retirement a bonus of $1,000 for every inch measured in a straight line between any two points on his body..
The officer got to choose what those two points would be.
The first officer who accepted asked that he be measured from the top of his head to the tip of his toes. He was measured at
six feet and walked out with a bonus of $72,000.
The second officer who accepted was a little smarter and asked to be measured from the tip of his outstretched hands to his
toes. He walked out with $96,000.
The third one was a non-commissioned officer, a grizzly old Chief who, when asked where he would like to be measured
replied,
'From the tip of my weenie to my testicles.'
It was suggested by the pension man that he might want to reconsider, explaining about the nice big checks the previous two
Officers had received.
But the old Chief insisted and they decided to go along with him, providing the measurement was taken by a Medical Officer.
The Medical Officer arrived and instructed the Chief to 'drop 'em,' which he did. The medical officer placed the tape measure
on the tip of the Chief's weenie and began to work back. "Dear Lord!", he suddenly exclaimed,
''Where are your testicles?''
The old Chief calmly replied, '' Vietnam ''.
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A Couple from the Wattle
An update from Peta and Anthony
Peta and I have been pretty busy, we're both really enjoying our jobs and learning the
English ways. Peta is full time with Wessex Archaeology as part of their dive team and
has been diving on WWI submarines off Falmouth and 18th century Dutch wrecks off the
Farne Isles. She's due to do a bit of diving around Southampton and in the Humber in the
next few months and is very much looking forward to getting her new drysuit! I've been
working on a small part of the design for a Norwegian navy support vessel which is going
into production next year and in a few weeks I start on a design study for future coastal
Naval vessels. I'm really enjoying working for the naval design consultancy, they are a
really professional and practical bunch, plus they have a really wide range of projects
happening, exactly what I was hoping for!
Although initially we struggled with what to do with ourselves on Saturdays, having no handy steam tug nearby, we've
managed to struggle on through and now our weekends are very busy! We've spent a bit of time in London touring the
museums and historic sites. We're members of English Heritage, the National Trust and the Royal Palaces and we're working
hard to get the best value out of our memberships! We're quite lucky that we live nearby a National Trust village called
Lacock which you will have seen if you have watched any English period dramas, such as Cranfield. A few weeks ago they
had a boutique brewing day with a spit roast and while the English autumn weather became a bit antisocial I was pretty much
oblivious to it. Peta drove home that day! Peta has found a museum devoted to fans in Greenwich which she enjoyed
immensely and I enjoyed visiting the RN Submarine museum at Gosport which houses the RN's very first submarine, a
Holland class. It interested both of us because it survived by being lost while on tow and spending 70 years underwater
before being salvaged and put on display. Our evenings are starting to fill up too, we're learning ballroom dancing, going to
our 'local' for a pint and comedy nights and attending lectures at the Bath Royal Literary and Scientific Society (about five
minutes walk from my office, a little longer for Peta coming from Salisbury though!). We have also discovered the joys of
the English car boot sale, so while we brought very little with us, we are rapidly making ourselves very comfortable. We are
always amazed at what is regarded as 'only worth a fiver' by the locals. We bought an Edwardian (ie over a hundred years
old) small table with beautiful inlay for 20 pounds. It makes a nice computer desk!
We've settled in a small town called Trowbridge which is south of Bath. I catch the train to Bath each day and Peta drives to
Salisbury. We have discovered the delights of double glazing and central heating so while it only got up to 10 degrees
yesterday, I am sitting in the lounge room wearing jeans and a tee shirt and still feeling a little warm! Our loft apartment is,
as they say, small but perfectly formed, at least for our current needs.
We are really enjoying being in the UK and are really glad we made the move. And who knows, once our six month
moratorium on joining committees is over, we may even get involved in steam or boats or something! We will keep you
posted!
Hope you are all doing well and very glad to see that the Wattle is progressing back to being afloat. Despite the distance she
and all who work on her are still important to us and we enjoy hearing how things are going.
All the best from the UK,
Anthony and Peta
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Restoration photo record
The Hull

October 2009 Wattle out of the water ready for restoration

July 2011 Forward plates and frames removed

Jan 2013 Forward frames and plates replaced up to the boiler room

Jan 2013 Prop shaft nacelles and adjacent plates removed

Dec 2013 Frames and plates replaced up to engine room

Dec 2013 New nacelles and plates
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Boiler and Engine Room

Aug 2013 Condenser covers removed for cleaning tubes

August 2013 The mystery of the port boiler cradle

Dec 2013 Condenser tubes cleaned, circulating pump maintenance

Dec 2013 Painting boiler and compartment before lagging and lowering

Sept 2013 Charlie inspecting the boiler – our only member who could fit!
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Dec 2013 the head of the LP cylinder is lifted

Top Deck

May 2013 – the initial disassembly of the windlass

August 2013 – how does it fit back together?

Dec 2013 – back together again

Dec 2013 Routing and caulking the foredeck

July 2013 – exposing rotten timbers and rusted decking under the wheelhouse
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Nov 2013 the new deck crane in use, acquired via the
Kendall’s

Members at Work

Wally Kosiak calculating lifting frames for the wheelhouse

Tony Sammut out from painting under the boiler

Big Jim Craig on the needle gun

Brian Jones loosening the LP cylinder cover

Charlie and John Hawthorn working on the thrust box

John Rogers and Howard Mumford back at the fuel pump
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Events
Ford Thunderbirds at the Wattle Sunday 24 March 2013.
On Sunday the 24th of March an eighty year old
lady kicked up her heels with a bunch of 1960s
rock and roll types. The steam tug Wattle,
celebrating her eightieth birthday later this year,
shared her shipyard site at 19 South Wharf with
twenty nine cars from the Ford Thunderbird
Club and 130 visitors. The ship, undergoing
extensive restoration, was able to look down on
beautifully restored chrome and metal beasts
from the 1950s and 1960s to the rhythms of the
Beach Boys, the Supremes and other bands
from that era.
The car restorers were taken on tours of the
Wattle and marvelled at the engineering
differences. Their Thunderbirds might have thumping V8s but this was nothing compared with the 300 horsepower of
Wattle’s compound steam engine. Over a BBQ sausage or steak many noted the difference in technologies from the
nineteenth century design of the steam engine to the
twentieth century Henry Ford II design of the Thunderbird.
Behind the day was Captain Dick Francis from the Bay
Steamers Maritime Museum, the group restoring the Wattle,
and Steve Addis from the Thunderbird club and Sorrento
Steam.

Tall Ships at Seaworks 7 – 9 September 2013

Jeff Braun manning the BSMM stand at Seaworks Tall Ships
weekend. Note John Parker’s beautiful model of the Wattle
The largest fleet of tall ships to visit Melbourne since 1988
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BSMM volunteers turn out for the last Saturday of attendance by Peta and Anthony

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. may be contacted at P.O. Box 98, Albert Park, Victoria, 3206 or through the Chairman Tony
Lewis on 03 9846 1819 (email ailston@iprimus.com.au ) or Secretary Dick Francis on 03 9873 2009 or 0413 797 791.
( email wendick@hotmail.com ). Steamlines editor can be contacted on 03 98762213 or email jeffmalley@bigblue.net.au
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